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If you're a parent with kids who wants a great Dinosaur Children's Book, this dinosaur book for
kids, is packed with dinosaur art, and lots of information about these long lost species.You're
about to discover how to teach your kids about evolution right now with this amazing book!In
fact, if you want to learn about dinosaurs, then this new Kindle book - "Dinosaur Children’s Book:
Dinosaur Facts, Fossils, Pictures, Art & Discoveries" - gives you the answers to 16 important
questions and challenges every Parents and their kids’ faces, including:- When did they live on
Earth?- What was the second biggest Tyrannosaur after the T-Rex?- What did the different
dinosaurs eat?- What was the weight of different dinosaurs?- So what happened to the
dinosaurs?... and more!So, if you're serious about wanting teach your kids about evolution and
you want to learn about dinosaurs, then you need to grab a copy of "Dinosaur Children’s Book:
Dinosaur Facts, Fossils, Pictures, Art & Discoveries" right now, because Dinosaur Children's
Book Expert, Richard Becker, will reveal to you how every parent and their kids, regardless of
education level, can brighten their knowledge - Today!



Dinosaur Childrens Book: Dinosaur Facts, Fossils, Pictures, Art & Discoveries.Richard
BeckerTable of ContentsWhy You Should Read This Book.How Do We Know Dinosaurs
Existed?Dinosaur DiscoveriesWhen Did They Live On Earth?
MicroraptorSauroposeidonStegosaurusDiplodicusVelociraptorSpinosaurusTyrannosaurus
RexTriceratopsPteranodonTarbosaurusParasaurolophusApatosaurusWhat Happened To The
Dinosaurs?Why You Should Read This Book.Dinosaur pictures, dinosaur facts! What is not to
enjoy?For years dinosaurs have inspired awe and fear in most kids and some adults too! These
ancient beasts that roamed the Earth millions of years ago are often depicted in TV and
movies.Not everything you see in at the movies is true though...Facts and theories about
dinosaurs are changing constantly but this book puts forward the most current theories in an
simple and concise way.I think you'll be surprised at how much you didn't know!You or your child
can read this book and enjoy some really cool dinosaur pictures while learning about the latest
discoveries and evidence concerning these magnificent creatures that inhabited our Earth
millions of years ago.Copyright InformationCopyright 2013 by Richard BeckerAll rights
reservedNo part of this book may be reproduced by any means whatsoever without the written
permission of the author, except for small portions quoted for review purposes.All information in
this book has been researched and checked for factual accuracy. The author and publishers
provide no warranty, express or implied, that the information contained herein is appropriate for
every individual, situation or purpose.The author assumes no responsibility for any errors or
omissions. The reader assumes the risk and full responsibility for all actions and the author will
not be held responsible for any loss or damage, whether consequential, incidental or otherwise,
that is in any way connected to the information presented in this book.How Do We Know
Dinosaurs Existed?The main reason we know that dinosaurs used to roam the Earth is due to
the discovery of fossils. Fossils give us the ability to study creatures that lived on the Earth
millions of years ago. The oldest fossils discovered are believed to be 3.5 billion years old!
Fossils are not the actual remains of dinosaur bones; in fact they have no bone in them at all. For
a fossil to form from an animal that has died there are a number of conditions that must be met.
There must be no scavengers around that are likely to eat or carry off the dead animal. Also, the
animal needs to be buried quickly, for example by a sand storm or sinking in to a swamp, or the
bottom of a body of water. The process of fossilization is a complex one but in simple terms the
sediment surrounding the animal bones hardens over time like a rock to create a mold around
the bones. When the bones dissolve they leave a cavity where minerals can form inside the rock
hard mold. Those minerals create the fossil in the same shape as the original bones.Fossils are
much more likely to form from hard materials like bones and shells as softer material will rot
instead of fossilize. As fossils are created from whatever minerals are present at the time, they
can be all sorts of different colors.Dinosaur DiscoveriesIt is difficult to pinpoint when the first
dinosaur discoveries were made as it is possible that the ancient Greeks and Romans may have



come across these fossils leading to stories about dragons and other mythical beasts. New
dinosaur discoveries are being made every month and theories adapt and change to fit the new
evidence that comes to light.
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David Agreda, “Excellent information about dinosaurs. We read this book with my kids and they
really liked to know more about dinosaurs. It is a good research that shows the most important
data of each species of dinosaur. We learned something we did not know. The fossil are not
bones hardened, but are formed because the sediments surrounding the bones harden and
when the bones disintegrate form a mold which is then filled with minerals.At the end, the author
asks whether humans would exist if the dinosaurs had not gone. The answer is that we were
created by God in order to live in intimate communion with Father, Son and Holy Spirit. More on
this can be read at: 
  
¿Por qué nació usted? (Spanish Edition)

  
  
Leimos este libro con mis hijos y les gustó mucho saber más sobre los dinosaurios. Es un
buen trabajo de investigación que muestra los datos más importantes de cada especie de
dinosaurio. Aprendí algo que no sabía sobre los fósiles, que no son huesos endurecidos sino
que se forman porque los sedimentos que rodean los huesos se endurecen y cuando los
huesos se desintegran se forma un molde que luego se llena de minerales formando los
fósiles.Al final el autor se pregunta si los seres humanos existiríamos si los dinosaurios no
hubieran desaparecido. La respuesta es que nosotros fuimos creados por Dios con el propósito
de vivir en comunión íntima con Padre, Hijo y Espíritu Santo. Más sobre esto se puede leer en: 
  
¿Por qué nació usted? (Spanish Edition)”

Kiki Sully, “An amazing effort. I just had to give this book 5 stars.And this is why...First, it is
evident this author appreciates the value of proper editing and formatting.Second the pictures
were great and big enough to appreciate the detail.Lastly, this book provided very good info that
is up to date according to current science; so there was research done. Not just Wikipedia.It is
great work like this that I like to show any of those Adam & eve idiots who believe dinosaur
fossils were placed underground by Satan!!!”



Donna S., “Lots of New Facts About Dinosaurs!. I learned a lot about dinosaurs in this book. The
author has set himself apart by providing the latest information on the more popular dinosaurs
as well as the lesser known ones. I really liked the Fact File information provided for each
dinosaur as well as the pictures. Kids will really enjoy this book!”

rlscott, “Interesting dinosaur book for children. I bought this for my two year old grandson who is
into dinosaurs. He might not be able to read the words but he loves the color pictures and
flicking through them on the iPod keeps him interested for ages.Children of all ages will love this
interesting book and even adults will find value in it. Even though I bought it for my grandson I
found it interesting and enjoyable.”

Renee Bradman, “Loads of great dino information. This "Dinosaur Childrens Book" is full of
interesting facts and theories on the time of the dinosaurs.There are excellent images provided
throughout the book. That said, it's really more of an informational book so it's best for kids who
truly want to learn (as opposed to simply flipping through pictures).Enjoy!”

Mohd Azlan, “Great book for kids. There are lots of facts and information about dinosaurs in this
book. The author has set himself apart by providing the latest information on the more popular
dinosaurs as well as the lesser known ones.”

Catherine W., “Dinosaurs Are Cool!. The verdict is in Dino's are cool, at least that's what my kid
thinks. Great pics, facts, and interesting info on these prehistoric beasts!”

Jon, “Fun read. Not a ton of mind-blowing information for adults but it is a very well done book for
kids. Lots of interesting and fun facts and good illustrations make if fun to read with the little
people.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 14 people have provided feedback.
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